
HomeBrew

A cross platform community driven
marketplace to empower home makers and
daily wage workers by providing them with

E-commerce,Logistics and an additional source
of income created using Django Rest

Framework, React.js and Flutter.
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1. Software Requirement Specification

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Purpose
Good food is one of the essential items for people’s healthy daily living or otherwise. It is
always hard for young professionals, office goers, boarders to have good home-cooked food
unless they start preparing for themselves. For these segments of people, good home
cooked food is most of the distant reach. Hence there is an enormous potential in this
category of business, especially since Home cooks lack a proper online platform to sell,
connect and share as a community. Earnings of Rickshaw drivers are adversely affected due
to travel restrictions and surge of fuel prices. Even if 10% of the $378 million home chef
market is tapped it can give gross revenue of $37.8 million annually for “home chef” in this
market segment.

1.1.2   Overview

Upon joining as a member on the site, the users can enter their address and create their
profile. It provides an easy-to-use interface for the registered users to browse various
kitchens of homecooks and add home made food from these kitchens to their carts.This
makes their lives easier as they can get delicious home made food delivered right to their
doorstep.The users can track the live delivery details and also provide ratings to the home
chefs food that they received.The delivery is undertaken by Auto-Rickshaw drivers through
an app that is available to them.The Homechefs have access to an admin dashboard where
they can upload details of the food that they are selling and can also see the order details
and manage inventory.

1.2   General Description

1.2.1   Product Perspective

It is a web based system implementing a client-server model. HomeBrew is a community
driven Platform to Empower Home-makers and daily wage workers by providing them with
ecommerce, logistics and an additional source of income. We enable home makers to form a
community , set them up with the ecommerce required to sell their homely foods and
bakeries. We take care of the logistics by employing auto rickshaw drivers and daily wage
workers to transport the products from the user source to the customer .All the resources
used by home makers are locally sourced from organic farmers in and around the area
providing an alternative source of livelihood for all parties.

The main interface of homebrew is a website where the user can see the various home
chef’s menus and can add the food from the home chefs to their cart. The users can then
checkout the items and pay for them online. The details of the order are sent to the home
chef. The home chef can view and manage the order using the admin dashboard. They can
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also manage inventory and stock using the same admin panel. The Admin can add the
home chefs to the platform using the admin panel.

Following screens will be provided as part of the User Interface:
1. A signup or login screen for entering the username and password.
2. User account screens for editing and viewing account details.
3. Home made food store screen showing various kitchens and food items by home

chefs.
4. Food details screen to show the ratings and further details about the homemade

food.
5. Cart screen showing food items currently in the user’s cart.
6. Checkout screen showing summary of order and total amount.
7. Payment screen showing payment details.
8. Order Tracking screen showing live details of the order.
9. User profiles list and screens to show further details including order history.
10. Admin Panel for HomeChefs.
11. Location screen for Auto Rickshaw drivers.

1.2.2   Product Features

Currently, ‘HomeBrew’ currently provides the following features:
● Offers operating support for most of the known and commercial operating systems.
● The system allows the user to create their accounts in the system using Email and

password or Social Authentication like Google and provide features of updating and
viewing profiles.

● Allows users to search and purchase home made food from the database, which is
updated regularly by the home-chefs.

● Online payment and Order History.
● Live Order Tracking and Delivery of food.
● Allows homehefs to manage orders and inventory through the admin panel.
● Only admin has access to information of product stock, storage location, storage date

and vendor details.
● Customers can buy more than one product at a time.
● Invoice is issued with the name and details of the customer after purchasing the

product.

1.2.3   User Characteristics

The different users that will use this product are:

● Customer- View and buy homemade food.
● Auto Rickshaw Drivers - Uses the delivery app and delivers food.
● Home Chefs - Updates homemade food and manages orders and inventory
● Admin - Add new home chefs and autorickshaw drivers and keep track of orders.
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It is assumed that the users have the basic knowledge of operating the internet and have
access to it. The administrator is expected to be familiar with the interface of the basic
web based system as well as the Django Admin Page.

1.2.4   Design and Implementation Constraints

This system is provisioned to be built on the Django framework which is highly flexible. User
authentication shall be managed by the firebase authentication platform to shorten
development time and improve scalability. The following are the current constraints of the
project:

● Only registered users have the ability to access the platform.
● The live location tracking cannot be tested due to lack of proper technical

infrastructure.
● Currently only one Home chef can be added to the platform.
● App for Auto Rickshaw drivers was not developed.
● Payments cannot go through due to restrictions on KYC rules.
● The GUI is only available in English.

1.2.5   Operating System Environment

HomeBrew requires a Linux,Windows or Mac OS based server that supports Javascript,
Python and SQLite.

1.3   Specific Requirements

1.3.1   Functional Requirements
1. Admin must be able to add new products
2. Admin must be able to enter entire stock details
3. Admin must be able to edit product details
4. Admin must be able to delete a product
5. Admin must be able to view product details
6. Admin must be able to sort product name and it’s price
7. Admin must be able to view daily customer’s data
8. Admin must be able to view daily sale report
9. Admin must be able to insert customer data
10. Admin must be able to log out
11. Admin must be able to change software password
12. Admin must be able to view and print customer bill
13. User must be able to login
14. User must be able to register
15. User must be able to login using google account
16. User must be able to reset password
17. User must be able to add items to cart
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18. User must be able to add their address
19. User must be able to checkout
20. User must be able to pay for the items
21. User must be able to track the order

1.3.2   Non-Functional Requirements

1. System availability
2. Allowance for maintainability and enhancements
3. Recovery from failure
4. Reliability
5. Response time
6. Throughput
7. Order management communication
8. Order verification, confirmation and fulfilment
9. Preparation, distribution and inventory control, storage and security
10. Administration
11. Intervention and monitoring

1.3.3   External Interface Requirements

1.3.3.1   Hardware Interfaces

The hardware interface required for the user to retrieve the data from the server and for
tracking in which the web portal is hosted mainly involves a server and a personal pc
connected through a network interface. The hardware requirements include a Windows or
Unix based Operating System, and a Browser that supports Javascript.

1.3.3.2   Software Interfaces

The complete user data is stored in the database and the information is accessed by the
user through a web browser. The software techstack includes:

1. Django REST Framework
2. Firebase Auth
3. SQLite
4. React JS

1.3.4   Software System Features

1. Product Catalogue management: To digitally keep track of the different home made
food that are available for purchase from the home chefs and the stock of each item.

2. Order Management: To see the different orders that a particular home chef has
received and to fulfil these orders.

3. Inventory Management : To see and manage different inventory items by the
homechef.Only homechefs have access to information of product stock, storage
location, storage date and vendor details.
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4. Profile Management : To view/edit user profiles and addresses.
5. To view/order home made food items from the home chef.
6. To view, manage and track user orders.
7. Admin can create, view, update and delete all user accounts, home chef accounts

and Auto Rickshaw driver accounts.
8. Payment Module : To manage payments and Transactions.

2. System Design

2.1   Data Flow Diagrams

DFDs are used to represent the flow of data through different modules of the system. An
integrated Data Flow Diagram is used to represent the overall system.

2.1.1   Level 0
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2.1.2   Level 1

2.2   UML Diagrams
The main aim of UML is to define a standard way to visualise the way a system has been
designed. We use UML diagrams to portray the behaviour and structure of a system.

2.2.1   Activity Diagram

Activity diagram is basically a flowchart to represent the flow from one activity to another
activity. The activity can be described as an operation of the system.
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2.2.2   Use Case Diagram

A use case diagram at its simplest is a representation of a user’s interaction with the system
that shows the relationship between the user and the different use cases in which the user is
involved.
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2.3   Entity-Relationship Diagram

ER Diagram or Entity Relationship Diagram, also known as ERD, is a diagram that displays
the relationship of entity sets stored in a database. In other words, it helps explain the logical
structure of databases. ER diagrams are created based on three basic concepts: entities,
attributes and relationships.

ER diagram for the system is given below :
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3. Detailed Design

3.1   Input Phase

3.1.1   User Inputs

Each user has a number of attributes linked to itself, including their id (auto-generated),
username, email, password, first name, last name, permissions,group that they belong to,
Last login and Date Joined. On creation (sign-up) of a new user, the input email and
password (or linked google or facebook account) is validated in terms of its data format as
well as checked for pre-existing entry and then entered into the database. Login allows
authentication either using the linked account or the manually entered email and password,
thus initiating and maintaining the session until a logout event. This authentication is
leveraged through Firebase Authentication and the relevant screens are given in Fig. 5.1 &
5.2.

Users can modify their account details in the corresponding tab such that the data formats
are preserved. The users can browse the list of home cooked food and add the ones that
they want to purchase to the cart. The users can add multiple products to the cart. On
clicking the cart icon on the top right, the user can review the items that he/she wishes to
purchase and proceed to checkout and make the payment.The user can also view and edit
his profile by clicking on the profile icon on the top right. The relevant screens listing the
browsable Home cooked food, Cart  and User Profiles are given in Fig. 5.3 - 5.6.

The Homechefs can view the orders and also manage their products through the admin
panel by logging in with their credentials that are assigned to them by the admin.They can
also request for invoices from the same panel. The relevant screens  are given in Fig. 5.7 -
Fig 5.8.

3.1.2   Admin Inputs

The home chef and autorickshaw driver details must be added directly by the admin, using
the Django Admin Page. The users edited by the admin are defined by the attributes
id(auto-generated), username, email, password, first name, last name, permissions,group
that they belong to, Last login and Date Joined. Of these attributes the permission and group
attribute decide whether the user is a consumer, home chef, admin or an auto rickshaw
driver. The admin can also modify the other entities and their attributes with operations such
as creating and deleting user accounts. The relevant screens contained in the Django Admin
Dashboard are given in Fig. 5.9.

3.2   Conversion Phase

Serializers allow complex data such as querysets and model instances to be converted to
native Python data types that can then be easily rendered into JSON, XML or other content
types. Serializers also provide deserialization, allowing parsed data to be converted back
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into complex types, after first validating the incoming data. The serializers in the Django
REST framework on the backend are used during the passage of data between the frontend
and the database.

3.3   Output Phase

The data in the database can be manipulated using CRUD operations on the respective
Django REST API urls. A sample API screen is given in Fig. 5.10.

4. Tools & Technologies
The following were used in the implementation of the project:

● Backend: Django REST Framework
● Frontend: HTML, CSS, React.js
● Authentication: Firebase Authentication
● Database: SQLite

5. Screenshots

Fig. 5.1 Signup Page Fig. 5.2 Login Page
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Fig. 5.3 User Account Page

Fig. 5.4 HomeBrew Home Page
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Fig. 5.5 Homely Food Store Page

Fig. 5.6 User Cart Page
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Fig. 5.7 Django Admin Page

Fig. 5.8 Home Chef Order Management Page
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Fig. 5.9 Admin Modification Capabilities

Fig. 5.10 Sample API JSON
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6. Conclusion
The project has been completed successfully as specified by the requirements. The
implementation and testing has been done in a step-by-step manner. Each module has been
developed and tested individually to obtain the required output in the desired form. While
working on this interesting project, we learned various tools and technologies. We also
attained valuable experience on the different stages involved in developing any web
application that would be useful in the technology industry.

Within the duration of this project we learned the following things through the implementation
and testing of the project - Python, MySQL database management, JavaScript, HTML, CSS
and Bootstrap for UI/UX. Future improvements can be made in certain areas of the project.
There is scope for extending the project to incorporate more features by including an
advanced live tracking system with notifications, enabling food reviews, integrating payment
gateway, developing an app for auto rickshaw drivers, enabling multi home cook kitchen, etc.
The process model selected was agile, such that new features can be easily incorporated to
the same design at a later point in time.
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